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is
the ultimate hot tub experience!

™

• The available escape to personal relaxation in
your backyard or on your deck.
• The place to get away and reconnect with people
that are close to you.
• The therapeutic session of soaking and
massage that can improve your health.
• The beautifully designed product that enhances
and expands your daily living space.
• The consistent construction that creates the
most reliable hot tub you can buy.
• The superior hydrotherapy system to target and
direct the most effective gallons-per-minute
flow performance of therapeutic water precisely
where you want it.

• The simple and sophisticated water care
management system to assure pristine water
and repeated enjoyment as you use the hot tub
day after day, week after week.
• The satisfaction of purchase and ownership
from Marquis’ professional integration of
superior design, construction, operation, service
and warranty.
Selecting a great hot tub can improve your life
in so many ways. Please read on to learn more
about all that makes Marquis a great hot tub. We
hope you will then decide to make The Ultimate
Hot Tub Experience!™ your hot tub experience.
Visit www.marquisspas.com for even more
insight into the products and benefits that await you.
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experience
therapy
It’s not the number of jets. The best
hydrotherapy comes from a system that creates
a controllable high flow of water through jets to
massage muscles and tissue on the body. But
simply counting jets in a hot tub does not tell you
if the hydrotherapy is any good. In fact, many jets
often means the water flow through each jet gets
very weak and delivers limited therapy…because
they are all supplied by the same pump. So don’t
just count jets when you look for great therapy.
It’s not the ‘horsepower’ number on a
pump. High pump horsepower may create higher
force for the water that is moved…but it may not
move more water. Water movement comes from
three things working together to create the best
system for massage benefits:
1. GPM (gallons-per-minute) pushed by a pump,
2. the water capacity that fits through the tubing,

3. and the amount of water that can escape
through the jet openings.
Look for High-Flow…avoid high pressure.
High-Flow means more water mass is coming out to
massage you. Marquis’ system of pumps, High-Flow
tubing, and HK ™ (hydrokinetic) jets of various sizes
are combined with a unique system of zone controls
to channel more water exactly where you want it to
deliver more massage benefit. Other brands use
high pressure from pumps, tubing and jets to force
water at high speeds…but it doesn’t move as much
water at you. The result is that needle-like feeling
against your skin from the high pressure pushing the
water…you won’t want to sit in front of that pressure
for long. High-Flow massages more deeply without
that surface irritation from high pressure.
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h.o.t.
zone
high output therapy
™

High Output Therapy™ is our unique HighFlow system. We carefully plan the gallons-perminute laminar flow from our pumps, channeled
by our 3-2-1 Zone Control valves (to customize
flow to specific areas), through High-Flow tubing,
and our various HK™ proprietary jets. This high
output GPM flow provides the best massage to
each seat.
We identify the H.O.T. Seat™
for each hot tub model in our line to
help you know where the maximum
GPM and hydrotherapy benefit can
be found in that tub. And in various models you will
find additional Shoulder, Lumbar, Foot, and Therapy
Pillar ‘H.O.T. Zones™’ to give you the industry’s
best targeted control system for hydrotherapy.
When specific areas need targeted massage

therapy, Marquis truly has The Ultimate Hot Tub
Experience!™
New for 2013…MicroSilk®! Add the
revolutionary MicroSilk® Skin Care System
to select Signature models and expand
your hot tub to a health spa beauty
experience! Touted as the ‘fountain of
youth’, this anti-aging therapy helps make
your skin look and feel years younger. Marquis hot
tubs are the best choice for the MicroSilk® system
because we have the most effective water care
system to work with it. MicroSilk® works deep to
draw impurities out of the skin. Marquis’ system
then works better than any brand in the industry to
remove those impurities out of the water…leaving
pristine water for the next time you soak. Marquis
with MicroSilk® is a beautiful choice.
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ultimate
water care
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1. Vortex skimmers skim surface
contaminants such as body oils
and lotions, then directs them into
the filter cartridges which trap
contaminants and particulates.
2. Water is also drawn from the
footwell through a safety suction
fitting.
3. Water is forced upward through
the filter to trap debris that may
settle at the bottom of the spa,
thus, mixing, recirculating and
filtering all the water, surface to

4
floor. This translates to circulating
about 24,000 gallons of water
daily! (Based on using a MP160
pump.)
4.Filtered water is drawn into
primary jet pump.
5.Water is routed through the highflow heater assembly.
6.Ozonator’s high-output, energy
efficient design converts oxygen
into activated ozone gas. Mazzei®
injector mixes ozone with water
which is then introduced into the

mixing chamber.
7.Bacteria and other contaminants
are oxidized before ozone
converts back to oxygen.
8.Residual ozone and converted
oxygen are reintroduced into the
spa water through a dedicated
fitting for maximum efficiency.
9.Water passes through the in-line
sanitation system and is treated
with natural minerals and bromine
before reentering the spa.
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ultimate
convenience
Less maintenance – cleaner water. Clean
water seems like an obvious requirement for
hot tubs: but not all water care systems are built
alike. The Ultimate Hot Tub Experience!™ means
the very cleanest water possible with the very
simplest of requirements for an owner’s time
and effort to maintain the hot tub. You no longer
need a chemistry degree to care for spa water –
Marquis’ ConstantClean™ water management and
SmartClean™ filtration systems take care of it for you!

Run it during off-peak hours to conserve energy.
Marquis’ Vortex skimmer system filters 100% of
your water from the spa floor to surface 60 to 160
times a day depending on the spa model. This
dramatically reduces the need for surface cleaning
or vacuuming. Marquis’ clean obsession pays off
with lower maintenance and energy costs.

And let’s clear the air about clean water.
You will probably hear somebody claim to have
‘chemical free’ hot tubs…or how salt water
ConstantClean™ is the muscle. Marquis’
systems are a chemical free way to use a hot tub.
self-cleaning ConstantClean™ water management The truth remains that every few years somebody
system is like cruise control for your hot tub – just
new introduces another salt system…another UV
set it and practically forget it for up to a month.
system that doesn’t ‘need’ sanitizers…another
First, Marquis’ exclusive ozone system effectively
innovation that replaces the concepts that have
destroys unwanted elements 3000 times faster
protected people and their hot tubs for decades.
than sanitizer alone. Second, the in-line sanitation
Then a few years later these revolutionary things
system uses natural mineral and bromine
go away because they destroy the operating
cartridges to treat your water so it’s safe and clean equipment in spas or fail to properly sanitize the
without unpleasant odors or skin irritation.
water. We will continue to test all such ‘innovations’
for potential use in our hot tubs…and we still only
SmartClean™ is the brain. SmartClean™
recommend and warranty what we know is the
software knows when you’ve used the spa and
safest and cleanest concepts for our customers
automatically triggers a cleanup cycle after your
and their hot tubs. Our water care management
soak – that’s smart! Plus, you can adjust filtration
systems, ozone and sanitizers still provide The
cycles according to how often you use the spa.
Ultimate Hot Tub Experience!™
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experience
entertainment
The Ultimate Hot Tub Experience!™
incorporates entertainment and experiences for
all of the senses…including your audio and video
entertainment, chroma-therapy (the effect of light
and color on human biorhythms), aroma therapy,
and much more.
Adagio™ really rocks. The Adagio™ audio
option comes with FM radio and Bluetooth
connectivity for all of your Bluetooth enabled music
devices. An optional RF Remote control allows you
to manage your personal play-list while you are in
the hot tub and your music source is safe and dry
away from the water. Adagio™ powers subwoofer
and pop-up or surface mount speakers (by model)
to deliver terrific audio quality to your hot tub
entertainment. An Audio Expansion Port upgrade
can also provide connectivity for MP3 or other

3.5mm plug devices and thumb drive music files.
The Show with E-Suite™ Entertainment
Package takes Adagio™ one step further…
to video. The Show model has a location for
a retractable E-Suite™ video monitor and a
DVD player that provides endless options for
entertaining. Incorporating Adagio™ for great
sound quality, the E-Suite™ Entertainment
Package is the optimum set up for making the hot
tub the entertainment center of the patio or deck.
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ultimate
sensations
Light up the night with Constellation™.
Going beyond the base lighting package of
our Aqua Ambiance™ (primary spa light, water
feature lights, filter area light), Constellation™ is an
upgrade that will take you to the stars and beyond!
LED points of light encircle the hot tub below the
water line and highlight the exterior in all directions.
Constellation™ gives you the ability to set your
lighting at a favorite color or cycle through varying
colors and transitions to entertain and relax you at
the same time.

Aroma Infusions™ takes you away. Add the
relaxing option of aromatic escape to your hot tub
experience with Aroma Infusions™. Simply touch
the button to release your favorite fragrances
into the water as you drift away in bliss. Marquis
embraces all of your senses to give you The
Ultimate Hot Tub Experience!™
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signature
unique designs
The most beautiful hot tubs
in the industry. The Ultimate Hot
Tub Experience!™ includes the most
dynamic designs you can find. The
Signature series by Marquis® truly is
unique in every way:
• The wide variety of sizes and shapes.
• The organic, flowing design language
within the acrylic shells.
• The engineered comfort and
ergonomic ‘fit’ for a wide range of
people and body types in the seating.
You get the most distinctive impression
whether you are soaking in them or
viewing them from outside. Marquis®
hot tubs are unlike any box of hot
water you find with other brands.
Beautiful exterior spaces. The
design experience even expands
beyond the hot tub to the many
Environments™ pieces of steps,
benches, cabinets, tables and stools
that coordinate and combine with your
hot tub to create an entire additional
living area outside your home.
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ultimate
comfort & ease
3-2-1 Zone Control valves allow you to select the area of High-Flow jetting you
want to activate
H.O.T. Zone Therapy™ pillar allows you to massage the front and sides of
your body
Waterproof spa controls are inside the spa at your fingertips
Entry step/cool down seat provides the perfect perch on which
to catch some fresh air
The in-line sanitation system is easily accessed from inside
or outside the spa
Your best foot massage comes from an HK™40 gallonsper-minute rush of water on the soles of your feet
The Captain’s seat therapy arch features wrist jets to soothe
carpal tunnel
Marquis’ generous reflexology footwell design lets everyone
stretch out
Integrated arm rests and hand holds provide extra comfort and ease
Various High-Flow HK™8, 12, 16 and HK™40 jets target hips, thighs and
calves with precision massage
H.O.T. Zone Therapy™ shoulder jets provide a professional, upper-back massage
H.O.T. Zone Therapy™ lumbar jets relieve lower back pain and stiffness
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ultimate
2013 signature series
spa specifications
spa model
size
weight dry/full
gallons
capacity/seats
electrical
total jets
specialty
high flow therapy
HK™8 neck jets
HK™8 jets
HK™12 jets
HK™16 jets
HK™40 jets
geyser jet
whirlpool system
Zone therapy
control system
jet pumps: 2-speed
flow rate
SmartClean™
waterfalls

the show
90” x 94” x 35”
1100/5062 lbs
475
5/5
240V 50 amp
82
3 pumps, 82 jets
3-2-1- Zone Control
6 (3 sets)
18
25
7
26
0
6 H.O.T. Zones™
9-button panel
3 MP160
480 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

the epic
90” x 90” x 35”
850/4603 lbs
450
5/6
240V 30 or 50 amp
65
therapy giant
3-2-1- Zone Control
4 (2 sets)
12
20
17
10
2
3 H.O.T. Zones™
8-button panel
2 MP160
320 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

signature options
Adagio™ audio
Adagio™ port
Adagio™ control
Wi Fi
Constellation™
E-Suite™
Aroma Infusions™
MicroSilk®

2 pop up speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
monitor, DVD player
liquid scent dispenser
-

2 pop up speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
skin care system

the SHOW™

the EPIC™
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experience
2013 signature series
spa specifications
spa model
size
weight dry/full
gallons
capacity/seats
electrical
total jets
specialty
high flow therapy
HK™8 neck jets
HK™8 jets
HK™12 jets
HK™16 jets
HK™40 jets
geyser jet
whirlpool system
Zone therapy
control system
jet pumps: 2-speed
flow rate
SmartClean™
waterfalls

the euphoria
90” x 90” x 35”
825/4161 lbs
400
7/7
240V 30 or 50 amp
58
whirlpool
3-2-1- Zone Control
4 (2 sets)
16
8
17
13
0
yes
3 H.O.T. Zones™
8-button panel
2 MP160
320 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

the reward
85.5” x 85.5” x 35”
795/3659 lbs
350
6/6
240V 30 or 50 amp
58
dual geyser jets
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
11
21
12
10
2
3 H.O.T. Zones™
8-button panel
2 MP160
320 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

signature options
Adagio™ audio
Adagio™ port
Adagio™ control
Wi Fi
Constellation™
E-Suite™
Aroma Infusions™
MicroSilk®

2 pop up speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
skin care system

2 pop up speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
-

the euphoria™

the reward™
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ultimate
2013 signature series
spa specifications
spa model
size
weight dry/full
gallons
capacity/seats
electrical
total jets
specialty
high flow therapy
HK™8 neck jets
HK™8 jets
HK™12 jets
HK™16 jets
HK™40 jets
geyser jet
whirlpool system
Zone therapy
control system
jet pumps: 2-speed
flow rate
SmartClean™
waterfalls

the resort
85.5” x 85.5” x 35”
760/3637 lbs
345
5/5
240V 30 or 50 amp
60
unique shape
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
5
31
12
10
0
2 H.O.T. Zones™
8-button panel
2 MP160
320 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

the wish
84” x 84” x 35”
785/3621 lbs
340
5/5
240V 30 or 50 amp
50
curvaceous
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
25
10
4
8
1
3 H.O.T. Zones™
8-button panel
2 MP160
320 GPM
dual Vortex filters
2

signature options
Adagio™ audio
Adagio™ port
Adagio™ control
Wi Fi
Constellation™
E-Suite™
Aroma Infusions™
MicroSilk®

2 surface speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
monitor, DVD player
liquid scent dispenser
-

2 pop up speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
-

t h e r e so r t ™

t h e wis h ™
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experience
2013 signature series
spa specifications
spa model
size
weight dry/full
gallons
capacity/seats
electrical
total jets
specialty
high flow therapy
HK™8 neck jets
HK™8 jets
HK™12 jets
HK™16 jets
HK™40 jets
geyser jet
whirlpool system
Zone therapy
control system
jet pumps: 2-speed
flow rate
SmartClean™
waterfalls
signature options
performance upgrade
Adagio™ audio
Adagio™ port
Adagio™ control
Wi Fi
Constellation™
E-Suite™
Aroma Infusions™
MicroSilk®

the promise
79” x 85.5” x 35”
590/3342 lbs
330
6/7
240V 30 or 50 amp
46 (48 2-pump)
accommodating
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
21
18
5
0
0 (2 on 2-pump)
2 H.O.T. Zones™
7 or 8-button panel
1 MP160
160 GPM
single Vortex filter
2

the spirit
66” x 84” x 35”
460/2128 lbs
200
3/4
120V 15 amp/or 240V
32
space saver
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
3
8
15
4
0
yes
2 H.O.T. Zones™
7-button panel
1 HP120
120 GPM
single Vortex filter
2

2 MP160, 320 GPM
2 surface speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid dispenser (2-p)
skin care system (1-p)

240V, 1 MP160
2 surface speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
skin care system

t h e p r o m is e ™

t h e spi r i t ™
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ultimate
2013 signature series
spa specifications
spa model
size
weight dry/full
gallons
capacity/seats
electrical
total jets
specialty
high flow therapy
HK™8 neck jets
HK™8 jets
HK™12 jets
HK™16 jets
HK™40 jets
geyser jet
whirlpool system
Zone therapy
control system
jet pumps: 2-speed
flow rate
SmartClean™
waterfalls
signature options
performance upgrade
Adagio™ audio
Adagio™ port
Adagio™ control
Wi Fi
Constellation™
E-Suite™
Aroma Infusions™
MicroSilk®

the mirage
79” x 79” x 35”
450/2660 lbs
265
4/5
120V 15 amp
38
unique design
3-2-1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
19
5
12
0
0
1 H.O.T. Seat™
7-button panel
1 HP120
120 GPM
single Vortex filter
2

the rendezvous
75” x 75” x 29.5”
300/1545 lbs
170
2/3
120V 15 amp
14
indoor/outdoor
1- Zone Control
2 (1 set)
4
8
0
0
0
1 H.O.T. Seat™
7-button panel
1 HP120
120 GPM
single Vortex filter
2

240V, MP160, 160 GPM
2 surface speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid dispenser (2-p)
-

240V, MP160, 160 GPM
2 surface speakers
audio expansion port
RF remote control
w/Marquis app
LED light system
liquid scent dispenser
-

the mirage™

the rendezvous™*

*Rendezvous is also available as a
14
Discovery model

signature
standards and options
marquis® signature COLLECTION features
control system		
solid-state controls
jet pumps			
dual-speed pumps
SmartClean™		
vortex Microban® filter(s)
ConstantClean™
in-line sanitation system
ozonator			
solid-state, corona discharge
jet trim accents		
stainless steel jet trim
®
DuraShell 		
spa interior w/Microban®, all colors
DuraWood™		
exterior
DuraBase™		
solid sheet, ABS plastic
®
DuraCover 		
2 lb. density foam
waterfall 			
two waterfall features		
headrests			
cushioned headrests
MoodMaker™ lights LED accent lights
Aqua Ambiance™
LED light
marquis® signature collection options
Adagio™ audio		
bluetooth, subwoofer, speakers
Adagio™ control
RF audio control w/remote
Adagio ™ port		
audio expansion port
Wi Fi			
w/Marquis app
Constellation™		
LED interior/exterior color lights
Aroma Infusions ™
liquid aromatherapy dispenser
®
MicroSilk skin care
Epic, Euphoria, Promise 1-P, Spirit
Western Red Cedar natural cedar exterior

marquis® ultimate upgrade option
Adagio™ audio
bluetooth, subwoofer, speakers, remote
Constellation™
LED interior/exterior color lights
Environments™ DuraWood Step I, 34” storage bench
Cover Companion cover lift
Aroma Infusions™ liquid aromatherapy dispenser
extras
two plush towels, rubber ducky
marquis® Discovery Rendezvous features
DuraWood™
exterior with polysheet bottom
®
DuraShell
spa interior, Glacier acrylic
waterfall
no water features
marquis® discovery options
DuraShell®
spa interior, all colors
ozonator
ozone system
Western Red Cedar natural cedar exterior
pump upgrade 240V 30 or 50 amp
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signature
choices
IN T E R IOR DURAS HELL ®

EXT ERIO R CAB IN ET

D URACO V ER ®

MOCHA DURAWOOD
LATTE

silk

CAMEO

walnut

DRIFTWOOD DURAWOOD

glacier

SILVER SWIRL

charcoal

ICE BLUE
CEDAR DURAWOOD

TUSCAN SUN

black pearl

taupe granite

WESTERN RED CEDAR

wildwood

Design your perfect spa! Your authorized
Marquis® dealer can help with some color
combination suggestions. Or visit marquisspas.com
to use the interactive Color Chooser. Of course,
with the Constellation™ light system you can turn
your spa into a full spectrum of colors.
Environments™ make the space.
Surround your Marquis® hot tub with custom
Environments™. Built by Marquis® with the
same exacting quality of craftsmanship and
durable materials, the Environments™ perfectly
complement your hot tub and add sophistication
to your environment.

a little easier – with the most straightforward,
comprehensive warranty in the business.
Marquis® was founded in 1980. We’ve
worked hard to build trust with our customers.
We are an employee-owned company and each
employee takes pride of ownership very seriously.
This commitment has led to the highest level of
product quality and reliability to produce Marquis® –
The Ultimate Hot Tub Experience!™

Making wishes come true. Marquis® is a
proud preferred provider of Make-A-Wish®. Since
2000, Marquis® and our dealers have helped
grant over 500 wishes to children with lifeOwner’s Protection Plan. Buying a spa is a big threatening medical conditions.
decision. That’s why Marquis® makes your decision
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the
ultimate
hot tub
experience!

™
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